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Robotic/Autonomous Systems Architecture Development
Lunar Exploration Infrastructure Elements Of Robotic/Autonomous Systems Infrastructure :
,
Robotic Requirements Are Synergistic Between NASA and DoD





Common Systems & Technology ;
















• COM/NA V Node




Demonstration Of Precision Navigation With Communication Between Multiple
Vehicles Simultaneously Operating Within A Network
Lunar Pylon Network Enables Multiple Vehicle Operations & Logistics
• Network And Sensors Identify Objects Of
Interest And Prepositioned Equipment
• Operator Commands Multiple Robots Towards
Object Using COM/NAV Network
• Autonomous Behavior Programmed Into Robot
Supports Operator Decisions
• Modify MARCbots· IV From RS-JPO With
Node To Provide Interface To Network And
Control
- Network Gives MARCbot Position
Sensing And Communications Capability
• Explore Operations Schemes
Using Simulations, Develop Approaches
To Have One Operator Control Multiple
Vehicles To Accomplish A Task
Combine Network And Robot Sensors To
Generate Situational Awareness (Find
Trailer)
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Autonomous Logistics Support Demonstration
Lunar Network Demonstration And Collaborative Effort
